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Outline of the talk

• IMOS perspective

• National Marine Science Committee (NMSC) 
perspective

• Current situation

• Towards a national ‘infrastructure’?
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A National Ocean Modelling System 
for Australia 
– what could it look like?

ACOMO 2016 Workshop, Canberra
11 October, 2016

NATIONAL 
MARINE 
SCIENCE 

COMMITTEE



Why?
• A National Ocean Modelling System
• One of 8 high level recommendations in the 

National Marine Science Plan 2015-25
• driving the development of Australia’s blue economy

• Referred to  throughout the Plan…

“Industries and governments will 
reduce disaster risk associated with 
extreme events and sea level rise
through greatly improved information 
and intelligence on the oceans, 
climate variability and change.”

“We will increase operational safety, 
reduce costs and improve planning 
decisions of marine industries through 
enhanced prediction of ocean 
currents, sea state and ocean health.”

• physical, biogeochemical, 
environmental and
socioeconomic systems 

• coastal and open ocean domains
• scientists, environmental 

managers, policymakers, 
industry and the community 

• national capability in modelling, 
re-analysis and forecasting

• “a National Collaborative Research Facility akin to 
IMOS…”

• existing collaborations, world-leading models e.g. 
Bluelink, eReefs…

“Create a National Oceanographic
Modelling System to supply the 
accurate, detailed knowledge and 
predictions of ocean state that
defence, industry and government 
need.”
“…we recommend that a national 
research focus on operational 
oceanography be established”



What could it look like? 
- in the past, research versus operations

“the valley of death”

Bluelink is an example of 
how to bridge this gap –

Federal research 
(CSIRO/BOM), ops (BOM), a 
key user (RAN), for physics…



What could it look like? 
- in the future, sustained and experimental

< 7 years, > 7 years

technical “readiness”

Shelf/Coastal 
Observations

Shelf/Coastal 
Modelling

Shelf/Coastal 
Data

Brownlink
Oz-eReefs
OzROMS



What could it look like?
- sustained, for research and operations

Operations Sustained

Research Experimental

a national 
system?
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What could it look like?
- Key Issues for ANSR
• National Grid

• Recommended, ROMS…
• ‘Sum of regions’ approach not 

recommended
• In reality, ‘ownership’ of the 

National Grid is a sticking point 
(see Governance)

• Two-way nesting a way forward?
• Resources and Governance

• ANSR ~$1m pa x 5 yrs co-invested
• No existing mechanism to govern 

a national ocean modelling 
collaboration…



What could it look like?
- A national collaboration

Bureau of Meteorology

Other government 
agencies, Fed/State/Local

CSIRO

Universities 
(UNSW, UWA, UTAS…)

AIMS, SARDI, GA…

Service Providers

What Governance mechanisms could work? Pros, cons… 
• ‘akin to IMOS’, CRC, ITRH, ‘DIY’ etc.

Marine Industries



What could it look like?
- Scope of the modelling

• Hydrodynamic (incl. waves) 
• ANSR

• Biogeochemical
• ANSR aspiration..
• eReefs

• Ecosystem
• eReefs aspiration…
• IMBER/IMBIZIO*

• Socioeconomic
• NMSP aspiration…

* Integrating 
Biogeochemistry 
and Ecosystems in 
a Changing Ocean



Towards a national ‘infrastructure’?

• I came away from ACOMO 2016 thinking that we 
need to de-emphasise national ocean modelling 
‘system’, and perhaps focus on ‘infrastructure’
– ANSR experience
– N.B. This is currently a personal view, TBD

• Perhaps the next step should be to create an 
infrastructure environment in which all the sustained 
(vs experimental) model outputs can be ‘discovered, 
accessed, used and reused’

NOMI

• This seems plausible
– NeCTAR/RDS/ANDS, NCI/Pawsey
– eReefs
– CMEMS in Europe…



FOR DISCUSSION

…about both what we could
do, and what we shouldn’t do
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